
Introduction

The programme for the final disposal of low- and inter-
mediate-level radioactive waste coming from the nuclear
power plant started more than 10 years ago. In the early years
geological screening of Hungary took place. The aim was to
select suitable geological sequences. Then, in the prospec-
tive areas the public acceptance was studied. In 1996, in
three selected areas, single boreholes were drilled, and a
comparative safety assessment was performed. By the end
of the year, the Directional Board of the National Project
took a decision in which it suggested the exploration of a site
for underground disposal in the granites of the Mórágy
Complex (now known as the Mórágy Granite Formation),
on the territory of Village of Bátaapáti (BALLA 1997).

From 1997 to 1999 intense geological exploration took
place in the area: first, geological and hydrogeological map-
ping and preliminary site selection were carried out (shallow
boreholes and a geophysical survey). After this, deep bore-
holes were drilled in the selected site, followed by shallow
boreholes (including doubled wells) in its surroundings. All
methods which seemed to be effective were applied in order
to study the area. The position and lithological properties of

the covering sediments were clarified. The top surface, the
structural and petrographical conditions of the country gran-
ite-body rocks as well as the hydrogeological position of the
latter (which is of peculiar importance for the future reposito-
ry) were studied in detail. Besides a wide spectrum of geo-
physical surveying, geophysical logging and geochemical
sampling, the following were performed: hydrodynamic test-
ing of the boreholes, geological and tectonic evaluation, and
hydrogeological modelling (BALLA 2000). The resulting data
were incorporated into the safety assessment. 

Although the exploration was aimed at obtaining overall
knowledge, numerous unsolved questions and non-clarified
problems remained; these problems required a continuation
of the exploration. However, for two and a half years, up to
the end of 2001, due to unfavourable political circumstances
at the highest level, the geological exploration was suspend-
ed. When the political mood changed, the geological explo-
ration could continue. The first phase of this exploration
took place from the ground surface and lasted 1½ years.

The ground-based exploration (Figure 1) was an intense
geological study with numerous deep and shallow bore-
holes, exploratory trenches and dug wells, as well as a large
number of laboratory analyses. Most of the field-work took
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Beginning with the screening of the country in 1993, in 1997, after a step-by-step approximation, the Bátaapáti (Üveghuta) Site was selected
for the underground disposal of low- and intermediate-level radioactive waste in the Palaeozoic Mórágy Granite Formation. The site characterisa-
tion took place in 1997–1999 and 2002–2003 using boreholes, dug wells, exploratory trenches and a wide range of geophysical methods. The Site
was fixed by co-ordinates in an area 872,637 m2 between 60 and 20 m above and below sea level, respectively. 

In the exploration of 2002–2003 several hundreds of people from several dozens of institutions participated. The geological, tectonic, geody-
namic and hydrogeological pattern of the Site was studied in detail. This was sufficient for stating its suitability and for elaborating the concept for
its further exploration and its repository concept. 



place in 2002. The exploration was finished in 2003 by
means of an integrated interpretation of all the data, results
and information produced up until that time.

Overview of the exploration activities

During the 2002–2003 exploration 23 boreholes were
drilled. 8 of them were of depths between 300–411 m; the rest
were less than 101 m in depth (GYALOG, SZEGŐ 2004). 2 ex-
ploratory trenches (1490.3 m) were excavated, and 3 dug
wells (73.3 m) were deepened; furthermore, nine structures
for overflow measurements (overfalls) were constructed
(GYALOG et al. 2004b). In the boreholes geophysical logging
(SZONGOTH et al. 2004), hydrodynamic testing (BALLA,
MOLNÁR 2004) and various geophysical measurements
(TÖRÖS et al. 2004) were performed. Geological and tectonic
logs and maps for the boreholes and trenches, respectively
and geological logs for the dug wells were also compiled
(GYALOG et al. 2004a). Trenches and dug wells were incorpo-

rated into the hydrogeological monitoring system (ROTÁR-
SZALKAI et al. 2004a). The ground-based geophysical survey
was a major operation (VÉRTESY et al. 2004). A wide spec-
trum of analyses were carried out in various laboratories.

With regard to the ground-based exploration 11 scientific
institutes and 26 companies participated. Among the scientif-
ic institutes, the Geological Institute of Hungary (MÁFI) and
the Eötvös Loránd Geophysical Institute (ELGI) were repre-
sented by 60 and 28 scientists and engineers, respectively, as
well as 26 and 10 technicians. The equivalent data for the
other 9 institutes were 37 and 12 scientists and engineers, re-
spectively. 8 companies directed 70 engineers and scientists,
as well as 78 technicians and auxiliary staff to work in the
project. The equivalent data for the other 18 companies were
22 and 44, respectively. Given the above, it can be seen that al-
most 400 people were engaged on the ground-based explo-
ration.
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Figure 1. Geographical position of the research area 
Taken from the Road Atlas of Hungary, for the location, see top left corner, contour of Figure 2 indicated (red rectangle)

1. ábra. A kutatási terület földrajzi helyzete
Kivágat Magyarország autóatlaszából, a 2. ábra körvonalával (piros téglalap). Az ábra helyzetét l. a bal felső sarokban



Contours and the state-of-the-research 
of the Site

The goal of the ground-based exploration was to study
the site for the final disposal of low- and intermediate-level
radioactive waste on a level which allows the determination
of the fulfilment of the legal requirements with respect to ge-
ological suitability (BALLA 2004). For the evaluation of the
geological suitability of the Site, the results of the hydrody-
namic modelling (BALLA et al. 2004) are of particular im-
portance. The hydrodynamic modelling can only be per-
formed for the site if it is incorporated into its wide sur-
roundings. For delineating the modelled area, natural bor-
ders — i.e. the watershed between the Hutai and Mórágy
Creek, as well as the Lajvér Creek — were taken into consid-

eration. Models which form important components of the
safety assessment (GOLDSWORTHY et al. 2004) are based on
data from the same territory. 

The contour of the modelled area (Figure 2) is rather
complicated. Information needed for the hydrogeological
modelling was produced for the rectangular area around the
complicated figure which is shown. This rectangular area
(Figure 2) is named the research area. 

The 2002–2003 exploration demonstrated that the
ground-based methods only allow delineation of the site as
an area where selection of a rock volume for the repository
needs additional exploration, at least partially by means of
tunnels. Hence, the site was selected to be big enough —
872 637 m2 — to include practically all the boreholes drilled
to explore it, and all the prospective domains (Figure 3). 
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Figure 2. The research area 
Blue = contour of the Site, red = contour of the area of the hydrodynamic modelling, green = contour of Figures 3 and 7, violet = contour of Figure 5. For the

location, see Figure 1.

2. ábra. A kutatási terület 
Kék = a telephely, piros = a vízföldtani modellezés, zöld = a 3. és 7., lila = az 5. ábra körvonala. Helyzetét l. az 1. ábrán 
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Figure 3. Contours of the Bátaapáti (Üveghuta) Site and its state-of-the-research of the ground-based exploration 
The whole area of the Site is covered by a 3D seismic first-arrival and an areal magnetotelluric survey with the penetration depth 320 and 530 m, respectively.
1 — contour of the Site, 2 — deep borehole of 2002 and its code, 3 — shallow borehole of 2002 and its code, 4 — grouped boreholes of 2002 and their codes, 5
— borehole of 2003 and its code, 6 — geotechnical borehole of 2002 and its code, 7 — borehole prior to 2002 and its code, 8 — exploratory trench of 2002 and
its code, 9 — dug well of 2002 and its code, 10 — overfall of 2002 and its code, 11 — overfall prior to 2002 and its code, 12 — cross-hole seismic profile of
2002–2003 and its code, 13 — reflection seismic profile of 2002–2003 and its code with the penetration depth in m, 14 — geophysical profile of 2002 for trac-

ing faults and its code, 15 — multielectrode profile of 2002 and its code. For the location, see Figure 2 

3. ábra. A Bátaapáti (Üveghutai)-telephely körvonala és felszíni megkutatottsága 
A telephely teljes területét 3D első-beérkezéses szeizmikus és hálózatos magnetotellurikus mérés fedi le 320 és 530 m-es behatolási mélységgel. 1 — a telephely
körvonala, 2 — 2002. évi mélyfúrás és jele, 3 — 2002. évi sekélyfúrás és jele, 4 — 2002. évi csoportfúrás és jele, 5 — 2003. évi fúrás és jele, 6 — 2002. évi geotech-
nikai fúrás és jele, 7 — 2002 előtti fúrás és jele, 8 — 2002. évi kutatóárok és jele, 9 — 2002. évi ásott kút és jele, 10 — 2002. évi vízhozammérő bukó és jele, 11 —
2002 előtti vízhozammérő bukó és jele, 12 — 2002–2003. évi lyukközi szeizmikus mérési szelvény és jele, 13 — 2002–2003. évi reflexiós szeizmikus mérési 
szelvény és jele, feltüntetve a behatolási mélység (m), 14 — 2002. évi vetőkutatási szelvény, 15 — 2002. évi sokelektródás szelvény és jele. Helyzetét l. a 2. ábrán. 
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The Site was delineated vertically at following levels:
— upper boundary — the “top” — 60 m above sea level;

a minimum 100 m fresh granite is located above it;
— lower boundary — the “bottom” — 20 m below sea

level; all the deep vertical boreholes, as well as the 3D seis-
mic, areal magnetotelluric and most of cross-hole seismic
surveys reached it.

The state-of-the-research of the Site is composed of
drilling and geophysical data. It is almost the same at the top
as it is at the bottom of the Site. Only two inclined boreholes
did not totally cross the body of the Site. The distance 200-
300 m between the neighbouring boreholes is not too big for
producing geological, tectonic and hydrogeological param-
eters which are sufficient for making decisions about the
geological suitability. The lateral extension of the borehole
and cross-hole data is based on a 3D seismic and areal mag-
netotelluric survey, and this was checked by hydrogeologi-
cal modelling. The western, north-western and northern
boundaries of the Site were identified with those of the 3D
seismic survey.

Geographically the research area (Figure 2) belongs to
the Geresd Hills, while geologically, it is part of the Mórágy
Block. In the NW, it spreads onto the SE foreland of the
Mecsek Mountains (Figure 4). The Bátaapáti (Üveghuta)
Site (Figure 3) is located in the NE part of both the Geresd
Hills and the Mórágy Block. Its geology is outlined in detail
in other contributions in this volume (BALLA et al. 2004;
HORVÁTH et al. 2004; KIRÁLY, KOROKNAI 2004; KOVÁCS-
PÁLFFY, FÖLDVÁRI 2004; MAROS et al. 2004; MARSI et al.
2004; ROTÁRNÉ et al. 2004b; SCHENK et al. 2004). Here only
the general features are mentioned.

Geological sequences

The Mórágy Block is composed of granitic rocks of the
Palaeozic Mórágy Granite Formation (in Figure 4, it ap-
pears as an orange field with red spots). It is limited to an
area 2-3 km NW of the Site by the Mecsekalja Tectonic
Zone which is composed of metamorphic rocks of the
Palaeozoic Ófalu Formation (in Figure 4, it appears as an
alternation of violet and orange strips). The primary con-
tours of the igneous body are unknown and the only ob-
servable contact — in the NW — is of tectonic origin. As a
consequence, the size of the primary igneous body is un-
known, but obviously it was bigger than that 7×18 km
block which is now observable on the ground surface or
close to it. 

Palaeozoic sequences are overlaid below the hills and
slopes by Quaternary and, on the periphery of the Mórágy
Block, by Pannonian (Upper Miocene to Pliocene) sedim-
ents. Palaeozoic sequences only appear in steep valleys
(Figure 5). At the Site, below the 270-280 m hilltops,
granitic rocks appear at depths around 220-230 m (Figure
6). They are overlaid by the several m thick Tengelic Red
Clay Formation (here, Lower to Middle Pleistocene —
MARSI et al. 2004), which in turn gradually passes into the
Paks Loess Formation (Pleistocene).

The upper, approximately 50 m thick part of the granitic
rock is weathered; moving downwards the weathering de-
creases and then disappears altogether. The thickness of the
weathering crust probably decreases below the slopes, but
relevant data are not available. 

Among the granitic rocks (KIRÁLY, KOROKNAI 2004)
porphyritic monzogranitic, darker and more fine-grained,
equigranular monzonitic and lighter aplitic rocks can be dis-
tinguished. Within the prevailing monzogranitic rocks,
monzonitic rocks form inclusions and bodies which meas-
ure up to 1-2 km, always are enclosed, whereas aplitic rocks
are visible in dykes (around a few cm or dozens of cm in
thickness). 

At the site and in its surroundings, on the top of the
granitic basement a monzonitic body which was a mini-
mum of 1.2 km2 was outlined (Figure 7). In the monzonitic
“body” monzonitic rocks are indeed prevalent, but monzo-
granitic rocks also appear sporadically. In other words, the
monzonitic body consists not only of monzonitic rocks.
Most of monzogranitic rocks inside the monzonitic body
contain considerably more coloured minerals and far less
quartz than usual, and contaminated (i.e. hybrid) rocks are
frequent at the contacts of the different rocks. All this shows
that (i) the monzonitic material is enriched, but nowhere is
it the only rock type, and (ii) the appearance of the mon-
zonitic material in large amounts is accompanied by an as-
similation process.
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Figure 5. Geological map of the close vicinity of the Bátaapáti (Üveg
huta) Site free of deluvial sediments 

1 — Quaternary alluvial and proluvial sediments; 2 — Quaternary sediments
(Paks Loess és Tengelic Red Clay Formation); 3 — Cretaceous,
Rozsdásserpenyő Formation, trachy-andesite dykes; 4 — Palaeozoic, Mórágy
Granite Formation, monzogranite group; 5 — Palaeozoic, Mórágy Granite
Formation, monzonite group; 6 — geological contour, supposed; 7 — trace of the
geological section (Figure 6); 8 — boundary between Quaternary and Palaeozoic

sequences; 9 — borehole and its code. For the location, see Figure 2

5. ábra. Az Bátaapáti (Üveghutai)-telephely közvetlen környékének
lejtőüledékektől mentes földtani térképe 

1 — negyedidőszaki alluviális és proluviális üledék; 2 — negyedidőszaki üledék
(Paksi Lösz és Tengelici Vörösagyag Formáció); 3 — kréta, Rozsdásserpenyői
Formáció, trachiandezit; 4 — paleozoikum, Mórágyi Gránit Formáció, monzo-
gránitos kőzetcsoport; 5 — paleozoikum, Mórágyi Gránit Formáció, monzoni-
tos kőzetcsoport; 6 — feltételezett kőzethatár; 7 — a földtani szelvény (6. ábra)
nyomvonala; 8 — negyedidőszaki és paleozoos képződmények határa; 9 — fúrás 

és jele. Helyzetét l. a 2. ábrán 

Figure 6. Geologial section across the Bátaapáti (Üveghuta) Site 
1 — Quaternary sediments (Paks Loess és Tengelic Red Clay Formation); 2 —
Palaeozoic, Mórágy Granite Formation, monzogranite group; 3 — Palaeozoic,
Mórágy Granite Formation, monzonite group; 4 — Cretaceous,
Rozsdásserpenyő Formation, trachy-andesite dykes; 5 — geological contour; 6
— fracture zone; 7 — borehole within the section and its code; 8 — borehole
projected into the section and its code; 9 — foliation of NW dip; 10 — foliation

of SE dip; 11 — foliation of mixed dip. For the location, see Figure 5

6. ábra. Földtani szelvény a Bátaapáti (Üveghutai)-telephelyen át 
1 — negyedidőszaki üledék (Paksi Lösz és Tengelici Vörösagyag Formáció); 2
— palozoikum, Mórágyi Gránit Formáció, monzogránitos kőzetcsoport; 3 —
palozoikum, Mórágyi Gránit Formáció, monzonitos kőzetcsoport; 4 — kréta,
Rozsdásserpenyői Formáció, trachiandezit; 5 — földtani határ; 6 — töréses öv;
7 — a szelvény síkjába eső fúrás és jele; 8 — bevetített fúrás és jele; 9 — ÉNy-i
dőlésű palásság; 10 — DK-i dőlésű palásság; 11 — vegyes dőlésű palásság.

Helyzetét l. az 5. ábrán
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Figure 7. Geological map of the basement surface of the close vicinity of the Bátaapáti (Üveghuta) Site 
1 — Cretaceous, Rozsdásserpenyő Formation, trachy-andesite; 2 — Palaeozoic, Mórágy Granite Formation, monzogranite group, exposed and buried; 3 —
Palaeozoic, Mórágy Granite Formation, monzonite group, exposed and buried; 4 — geological contour, supposed; 5 — boundary between Quaternary and
Palaeozoic sequences; 6 — contour lines of the basement top below the hills, m asl; 7 — continuation of the contour lines of the basement top below the hills, m
asl, above valleys; 8 — contur lines of the basement top, m asl, below the alluvial sediments in the valleys; 9 — trace of the geological section (Figure 6); 10 —

borehole and its code with the depth of the basement (m asl). For the location, see Figure 2

7. ábra. A Bátaapáti (Üveghutai)-telephely közvetlen környékének alaphegységfelszín-térképe 
1 — kréta, Rozsdásserpenyői Formáció, trachiandezit; 2 — paleozoikum, Mórágyi Gránit Formáció, monzogránitos kőzetcsoport, kibúvásban és fedetten; 3 — pa-
leozoikum, Mórágyi Gránit Formáció, monzonitos kőzetcsoport, kibúvásban és fedetten; 4 — feltételezett kőzethatár; 5 — negyedidőszaki és paleozoos képződ-
mények határa; 6 — a dombok alatti alaphegységfelszín szintvonalai, m Bf; 7 — a dombok alatti alaphegységfelszín szintvonalainak folytatása a völgyek fölött, m
Bf; 8 — a völgykitöltés alatti alaphegységfelszín szintvonalai, m Bf; 9 — a földtani szelvény (6. ábra) nyomvonala; 10 — fúrás és jele, a megütött alaphegység

mélységével (m Bf). Helyzetét l. a 2. ábrán 



In the borehole columns, the quantity of monzogranitic
rocks increases towards the contacts. The contacts were
drawn in a rather subjective way showing sections where the
monzonitic rocks decrease sharply. Consequently, the con-
tacts of the monzonitic body are not sharp, but transitional,
with a gradual alternation of different rocks. The shape of
the SE contact of the monzonitic body in vertical sections is
very complicated and it is difficult to decide how and from
where this complex formation originated. This difficulty is
obvious from the complexity of the primary contact of the
two rock types and from later fault displacements. For con-
touring the contact on a map, data are only sufficient for the E.
Here, boreholes in the Nagymórágy Valley, as well as out-
crops in the upper part of the Valley and W of it, show that
the closure is rather sharp.

Granite rocks of intrusive origin suffered regional meta-
morphism of variable intesnity (KIRÁLY, KOROKNAI 2004)
and this has resulted in foliation of the rock and mineral al-
teration. The prevailing part of the plastic deformation (i.e.
flattening), as well as the transformation of the quartz into
typical sygmoidal lenses (vermicular quartz), is related to
the foliation.

Foliation in general strikes in a NE–SW direction — i.e.
it is approximately parallel to the Mecsekalja Zone, which
cuts the intrusive body in the NW, with the prevailing schis-
tosity also around the NE–SW strike.

The igneous rocks of the Mórágy Granite Formation
bear a dense network of veins of variable size and orienta-
tion. Their infilling is mostly of hydrothermal origin (KO-
VÁCS-PÁLFFY, FÖLDVÁRI 2004). The rock-mechanical and
hydraulic properties of the veins significantly differ from
those of the country rocks and depend on the mineral com-
position of the veins as follows:

— Quartz, K-feldspar and epidot veins are usually weld-
ed with the country rocks; they are always closed, compact
and impermeable  to water.

— Argillaceous veins are much more plastic, and are fre-
quently smeared along the fissures. They usually consist of
smectites, which — due to their swelling capability — gen-
erally increase the impermeability of the fissures or tectonic

zones. On the other hand, these minerals — due to their ab-
sorption capacity — can retard radioactive elements which
accidentally leak out from the repository.

— Carbonate veins are rather unstable from a hydraulic
and rock-mechanical point of view: the central part is
sometimes open and solution processes can frequently be
observed, indicating that these fissures are more perme-
able.

Palaeozoic rocks of the Mórágy Granite Formation are cut
by sub-volcanic dykes (which are several metres wide) of the
Cretaceous Rozsdásserpenyő Trachyte Formation. Trachy-
andesite dykes penetrated by boreholes have undergone in-
tense hydrothermal alteration (montmorillonitisation).

Tectonics

It seems probable that the Mórágy Block, which is com-
posed of the Mórágy Granite Formation, is in an allochto-
nous position due to the Alpine orogeny. In reflection-seis-
mic profiles there is no sign of the lower boundary of the
granitic body. This boundary probably lies at depths of sev-
eral km and does not influence the tectonic pattern within
the research depth interval.

The position of the various rock boundaries as well as the
distribution and density of the fault zones are important
components of the tectonic pattern. 

Rock boundaries within the granite body separate vari-
ous monzogranitic and monzonitic rocks. On the basis of the
interpretation of core scanning images, all of these are clus-
tered around the NW and SE 60–80° with the dominance of
NW dips. 

The prevailing dip of the single faults detected in the
borehole acoustic televiewer images is towards the NW and
SE (Figure 8). The maxima increase with filtration and in-
crease with the power of the filtration. This can be interpret-
ed in terms of the increase of the scatter of strikes when sec-
ond- and third-order faults are originated.

The fracture density is highly variable within the re-
search area but it is usually more intense near the surface. In
12 deep boreholes at the Site the mean fracture density with-
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Figure 8. Polar density diagrams from the interpretation of the acoustic borehole television data (with Terzaghi correction) 
Lower hemisphere projection

8. ábra. Terzaghi-korrekcióval készült pólussűrűségi diagramok lyukfal-televíziós értékelés alapján 
Vetítés az alsó félgömbre

a) All faults — Összes törés b) Open faults — Nyílt törések c) Full-sinusoid open faults — Teljes szi-
nuszt adó, nyílt törések 



in the granitoid rocks situated between the fracture zones is
12.5 piece/m. It is around half of this value within the mon-
zonitic rocks. The length of each fracture is about 2 m in the
outcrops. 

The dykes of the two main types (leukocratic dykes of
the Palaeozoic Mórágy Granite Formation and trachy-an-
desite dykes of the Cretaceous Rozsdásserpenyő Formation)
are of the same dominant strike in a NE–SW direction
(Figures 9 and 10). 

The fault zones are the most critical components of the
geology and hydrogeology of the Site. They are difficult to
analyse due to their large quantity and high variability.
Altogether 110 fault zones were detected; 87 were in 10 deep
boreholes of the Site, 16 in 2 deep boreholes, and 7 in 2 shal-
low boreholes in the area surrounding the Site.

The vertical thickness of the fault zones at the Site falls
within the interval 1.5–46.1 m, with a mean of 6.2 m and the
most frequent value being 5 m. There are 14 fault zones thicker
than 10 m; most of them (10) contain fault breccia and fault
gouges. The vertical thickness reaches its maximum in the deep
boreholes Üh–4 and Üh–5 (43.2 and 46.1 m, respectively).

In the biggest fault zones there are probably more argil-
laceous components, but these cannot be classified on the
basis of either the composition, or the distribution of the fis-
sure infillings. 

It would be possible to obtain the most reliable data on
the dip orientation and dip angle of the fault zones on the
rims of the zone, along the boundary between the country
rocks and the brecciated zone. This boundary, however, is
only visible in borehole televiewer images in the case of
fault zones with a thickness which does not exceed the
drilling diameter (a maximum of 96 mm), and is not visible
when the fault zones are thicker. Therefore, various working
hypotheses had to be applied to relate the position of fault
zones to the position of single faults. 

These working hypotheses were checked in the quarry at
the Anyák-kútja Spring. The results obtained here demon-

strate that the relationships between the fault zones and ac-
companying single fractures vary from zone to zone, and
even in the best case the correspondence is loose. Conse-
quently, if the contacts of the fault zones are not observable,
there is not much chance of reliably detecting the respective
position of the zones since indirect criteria based on the ori-
entation of accompanying external or internal fractures are
usually not approved. However, detailed mapping of future
tunnels could produce new information on the position of
the fault zones. 

The number of the fault zones at the Site is too big to be
dealt with properly. Comparative analysis of dozens of pa-
rameters of the fault zones did not lead to their classification
into types, which are clearly different from each other. It was
concluded that displaying fault zones in space could only be
possible after screening of the zones using an external crite-
rion. 

It was clear that the hydrogeological pattern is one of the
most important factors in any suitability assessment of the
Site. As a consequence, it seemed to be most reliable to se-
lect fault zones which have an obvious effect on the hydro-
dynamic pattern as follows:

— a response to water pumping in a borehole during water
sampling or interference testing in other borehole(s), or

— a sharp change in the groundwater-head distribution
within a borehole was detected. 

Three combinations of the responses and head distribu-
tions are possible and all of them can be detected at the Site: 

— Fault Zone B could be detected in an identical way
from both responses and head distributions (Figure 6). This
can be regarded as a first-order type.

— Fault zones A and C could only be detected from re-
sponses (Figure 6). Zone A is penetrated by Borehole Üh–2
and it shows no head change. This can be regarded as a sec-
ond-order type.

— Nine other fault zones could only be detected from
head distributions, and their respective positions can only be
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Figure 9. Polar density diagram of the Palaeozoic acid dykes in the
boreholes

Lower hemisphere projection

9. ábra. A fúrásokban észlelt paleozoos leukokrata telérkőzetek
pólussűrűségi diagramja 
Vetítés az alsó félgömbre

Figure 10. Stereogram of the Cretaceous trachyandesite dykes in the
boreholes

Lower hemisphere projection; arch = trace of a plane, dot = pole of a plane

10. ábra. A fúrásokban észlelt kréta trachiandezit-telérek sztereo-
gramja 

Vetítés az alsó félgömbre; ív = sík nyomvonala, pont = sík pólusa



judged in a very hypothetical way. This can be regarded as a
third-order type.

No signs of any Quaternary faults were observable in
either outcrops or in the geophysical profiles. It could be
concluded that no fault which has been rejuvenated in the
last 800,000 years can be observed both at the Site and in its
surroundings; the Quaternary sediments are undisturbed
and dip at low angles. Consequently, the likelihood of dis-
placements over the last 100,000 years at the Site can be ex-
cluded.

The Mecsekalja Zone at the southern foot of the Mecsek
Mountains is a peculiar component of the tectonic pattern of
the region. In the NE, the Zone runs in a NE–SW direction and
forms a boundary between the high and low lands shown in
the topography, and is also a boundary between Mesozoic and
Palaeozoic rocks in the geology. The width of the Zone is only
about 700–1500 m, whereas its length is a minimum of 60 km.
As a consequence, without any special analysis it can be sug-
gested that the Zone is of tectonic origin, and its infilling ar-
rived at its position due to displacements; furthermore, this in-
filling can be understood as a giant fault breccia (i.e.
melange). 

From Bátaapáti towards the SW, up to the Village of
Pusztakisfalu, the Mecsekalja  Zone is composed of meta-
morphic rocks of the Ófalu Formation. No data exist on its
Quaternary rejuvenation. Geodetic monitoring on the out-
cropping section of the Mecsekalja Zone did not reveal any
sign of displacements. However, the preciseness of the
measurements is not yet sufficient for long-term predic-
tions.

Hydrogeology

At the Site and in its surroundings the groundwater table
is located at depths of 20–70 m, mostly in weathered gran-
ites. Most of the infiltrated water is transported laterally, and
4-5% of the total water only filtrates into fresh granites, giv-
ing a value of 1.0–1.2 mm/year. The porosity and hydraulic
conductivity of the weathered granite below the hills gradu-
ally increases upwards. As a consequence, the groundwater
table here is not sensitive to the infiltration and its position
oscillates within 1-2 m. 

Water, which moves laterally from below the hills, gets
close to the ground surface again in neighbouring valleys.
Water, which flows from the fresh granite into the weathered
zone below the valleys, accounts for only an insignificant
part of the local water balance: 3.3–4.3% according to hy-
drogeological computations and a maximum of 5-6% ac-
cording to computations from hydrogeochemical parame-
ters. 

Fresh granite below that which is weathered acts as a
fractured aquifer: water flow takes place mainly along sin-
gle fissures, which are by several orders of magnitude
more permeable than the rock matrix with small fractures.
It can be concluded from interference testing and single-
hole hydrodynamic testing of the most permeable struc-
tures, that the fracture system in the granites seems to be

hierarchic, and to consist of several hundred metres-long
permeable structures and an extended background fracture
system. 

The hydraulic conductivity of the fractured granite va-
ries between 10–6 and 10–12 m/s; its distribution is lognormal,
with a mean of 3×10–9 m/s and a 17 times bigger (log17 =
1.23) standard deviation. Mean permeabilities for the bore-
holes drilled at the Site differ from each other not more than
5-10 times. 

In the boreholes drilled at the Site the groundwater
heads usually decrease with the depth. This indicates a
downward-directed flow; the spatial head pattern is rather
variable. Groundwater heads in the boreholes form two
groups and these differ from each other in a relatively
clear way. In the southern part of the Site, heads in the
boreholes south of the damming zone between Boreholes
Üh–2 and Üh–22 (i.e. first-order Zone B) are about
210–220 m (at 200 m above sea level) and 205–210 m (at 0
m above sea level). Heads in the boreholes north of the
same zone vary between 190–200 m. Heads in the
Borehole Üh–2 — despite their fitting in with the values
typical in the northern part of the Site — are low at the
given point of the flow system. This can be regarded as an
anomalous feature. On the other hand, the upper section of
Borehole Üh–23 displays heads which are higher than in
its surroundings.

Most of the boreholes are characterised by intervals with
almost constant heads, their length being between several
tens of metres and 100-150 m. These intervals are separated
by head steps of around 5-20 m. These steps are connected
with damming-isolating zones, which coincide with in-
tensely altered, argillated fault zones. These zones dismem-
ber the flow system of the fresh granite into virtually sepa-
rated units. Hydrodynamic modelling revealed that the dam-
ming zones extend laterally for at least several hundreds of
metres. Their hydraulic conductivity does not exceed
10–10–10–11 m/s. Damming-isolating zones are more frequent
in the southern part of the Site, in Boreholes Üh–4, Üh–5
and Üh–26. In the north, in the head sections of Boreholes
Üh–27 and Üh–37 there are no steps, which could indicate
damming-isolating zones. 

Influxes cannot be related to specific faults: they are con-
nected with fractures dipping SE 60–80° and NW 70–80°;
these are similar to most of the other fractures.

Transmissivity of the principal permeable structures
falls in an interval between 8×10–6 m2/s and 2×10–5 m2/s.
This value is a two and a half orders of magnitude higher
than the interval in the fractured granite. Intervals between
104–135 m below sea level in Borehole Üh–27 and between
71–104 m below sea level in Borehole Üh–29 are of ex-
tremely high transmissivity. They can be related to zones
composed of open fractures connected with each other
around trachy-andesitic dykes 

By means of advective transport modelling performed
after calibration of the hydrogeological data, travel times
and points of water particles starting from the Site at 0 m
above sea level were computed. Flow paths from the Site
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reach the ground surface in the section of the Hutai Valley
between the mouth of the Hosszú Valley and the Village of
Bátaapáti, as well as in the section of the valley with the
Mórágy Creek between the Henrik Spring and the Village
of Mórágy. Travel times for the nearest points are between
800 and 5000 years, and those for the points situated fur-
ther away are between 20,000 and 50,000 years.

For the site and its close surroundings, a map of travel
times (Figure 11) was compiled. Travel times of more than

ten thousand years are displayed in the NE, the central and
the SE parts of the Site. Drilling data only exist for the lat-
ter. 

Relatively short (i.e. less than 600 years) travel times
were found for conductive structures. These are traceable
through Boreholes Üh–2 and Üh–36 towards the Éva Valley
in the NE and through areas south of Borehole Üh–28 to-
wards the Mészkemence Valley in the WSW. In those parts
of the Site which are not explored by boreholes the map can
be significantly changed due to the presence of damming or

conductive structures. The latter generate flow paths with
relatively short travel times.

Summary

The geological, tectonic, geodynamic and hydrogeolog-
ical pattern of the Site was studied in detail. This study was
sufficient to enable it to be stated that it is suitable and for

elaborating a concept for its further exploration (BALLA

2004) and its repository concept (BÉRCI et al. 2004).
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Figure 11. Travel time map of the Bátaapáti (Üveghuta) Site for the flow paths from the 0 m asl
The colours indicate the arrival time to the ground surface in years, the red polygon indicates the contour of the Site

11. ábra. Felszínre érkezési idők a Bátaapáti (Üveghutai)-telephelyen 0 m Bf szintről indított áramvonalak esetén
A színek a felszínre érkezési időt mutatják évben; a piros sokszög a telephely körvonala
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